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Introduction
As thma a nd COPD a re s everely debilitating
res piratory diseases (Asthma UK, 2021); however,
dea ths and exacerbations are a voidable due to
ma nagement options a vailable (Torjesen, 2014). Risk
fa ctors, s uch as over-prescribing of reliever inhalers,
ca n be detected by a utomatic searches and therefore
fl a gging of at-risk patients using the Toolkit.

The us e of a utomatic algorithms to i dentify patients
ha ve been explored in other countries but were often
found to be time-consuming (Xi et al, 2015; Pa checo
et a l ., 2009). This research was crucial to evaluate a
cl i nical aid provi ded for respiratory monitoring within
pri ma ry ca re in the UK.

Aim

Practices were recruited through gatekeepers; visits
were arranged, data were collected following the
creation and piloting of a data collection tool with
measured outcomes shown in Table 1. All data collected
were anonymised. An anonymous online survey was
administered to members of the MPPN through a set
distribution list.
Data were analysed using descriptive statistics,
percentage comparisons and content analysis for the
survey.
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Methods

A mixed method approach was used. A retrospective
chart review of patients identified through use of the
toolkit was conducted, alongside a brief survey issued to
healthcare professionals providing initial feedback.

Audi t results

Survey res ults

Da ta were collected from two practices within the
Wes t Mi dlands; Rushall Medical Centre (RMC) a nd
Ri dgeacre House Surgery (RHS). 56 patient’s records
were a nalysed, 50 from RMC a nd 6 from RHS.
Al l patients audited were identified through use of
the toolkit due to receiving ≥12 reliever inhalers i n
the l ast 12 months.

Survey res ponses were received from 2 participants:
both pharmacists. The s urvey was sent to a pprox. 170175 i ndividuals; hence the response rate was calculated
a s being between 1.14% -1.18%. One pharmacist was
ba s ed at RMC a nd the other wi thin Hanley a nd Shelton
Pri ma ry Ca re Network. Both respondents fully
compl eted the required questions of the survey a nd the
a vera ge time to complete was 02:48 mi nutes.

Mea n a ge of audited patients at RMC a nd RHS was
45.94 a nd 42.67 years respectively, wi th most a ged
between 18-65 (74% a nd 67%). The modal diagnosis
wa s asthma (92% a nd 100%) with a small percentage
a t RMC ha vi ng crossover diagnoses of both asthma
a nd COPD (4%) a nd asthma and bronchiectasis (2%).
Pha rma cists completed the most reviews (48% a nd
67%) fol lowed by nurses at RMC (40%) a nd equally
nurs es and trainee pharmacists a t RHS (both 17%).
Improved documentation of ACT s cores is s hown i n
Figure 1.

To eva l uate the effectiveness, useability a nd
a ccessibility of the Asthma & COPD Audit & Revi ew
Tool kit.
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Table 1 - Audited outcomes

•

Both res pondents stated that the toolkit was being used
wi thin their practice/surgery a nd that i t was aiding to
i dentify patients with one of the associated risk factors.
Res ponses ca n be seen in Tables 2, 3 a nd 4 below.
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•

Improved documentation was found within patient
records a fter implementation of the Toolkit as show in
Figure 1.

•

A s trength of the research is that it is the first to
eva luate the Asthma and COPD Audit & Review Toolkit
a nd an in-depth review of patients’ records provided
detailed information with outcomes in line with QOF
i ndicators.
A l i mitation is that only two practices were involved,
both i n the West Mi dlands, more data from across the
UK would give a comprehensive view of its
effectiveness in other practices.
Survey follow-up may have been beneficial to
understand respondents' comments to each theme.
Future research into how the toolkit overcomes timecons uming manual chart reviews may be beneficial.
Long-term outcomes, s uch as the reduction i n reliever
us e/prescribing, may access its l ong-term
effectiveness.
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“Main barrier is capacity, but toolkit helps
to identify patients so saves time in the
long run”
-

Further research should be conducted, but i nitial findings
i ndicate the toolkit is effective, easy to use a nd accessible.

Improvements
0

The toolkit was effective at identifying patients that
ha d received ≥12 reliever inhalers in the last 12
months.
It fa cilitated with the detection of patients that
benefitted from a n asthma review.
Those using the toolkit found it easy to use a nd
a ccessible.
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Table 3 – Survey responses
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Accessibility
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User-friendliness

Table 2 – Survey responses
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Results

Answer
“Ability to develop and add new search criteria in
the future to keep abreast with clinical practice”
“too many points to consider”
Table 4 – Survey responses
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